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Abstract

The rapid development of computer network technology and electronic commerce bring a series of convenience to the people but also brings a lot of problems. At the same time, these new computer technologies have forced many enterprises to reconstruct their distribution channels by adding the electronic channel. In the real life, the conflict between the network channel and traditional channel is an important problem. Supply chain has formed a network in real life and cyber work. In this paper, we consider the problem of optimal decision of supply chain and discuss the pricing strategy of manufacturers in the Stackelberg leader follower strategy and the Bertrand strategy respectively. Finally, we analyze the equilibrium price and profit of two strategies. The result shows that a fixed pricing strategy for retailers and manufacturers is not always advantageous with the changing of product price of manufacturer. The first part is the research status and related problems. The second part is the establishment of the model and the analysis of and pricing strategy. The last part is the experimental analysis and conclusion.
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1. Introduction

In the age of e-commerce, electronic channels have become an important retail channels for electronic channels [1]. Computer electronic channels have formed a computer network and the computer technology has a deep impact on electronic channel. In recent years, the combinations of the electronic channel and traditional channel: dual channel become the main retail brands. Even some manufacturers shut down the network shop in order to reduce the conflict with the traditional retailers [2]. Electronic market becomes a new distribution channel with the development of computer network technology. The application of computer network technology is more and more wide used in the field of electronic commerce. At the same time, business circles and scholars pay a lot of attention to multi-channel environment of channel structure and channel conflict [3].

Manufacturers and distributors pursue the maximal interests as the goal of dual channels in the Double Marginalization Problem of classical [4]. Multi-channel problem under the computer electronic commerce environment gradually attracted researchers’ attention. Friberg established a theoretical model of the relationship between the price of the traditional shops and the network electronic shop [5]. Based on the above literature, Friberg tested the E-commerce data about books and CDs in network shop and pointed out that the price of the pure online store (only through the sale channel of network shop) is lower than the double channel store (also through the sale channel of network shop and traditional way) [6]. Pan et
al. established a price competition game model between a pure e-commerce retailer, an e-commerce and traditional business with retailers in the framework of Hotelling model and pointed out that the price of pure e-commerce retailer is usually lower than the retailer combine the e-commerce and traditional business [7]. Balasubramanian established the price competition of direct sales model (electronic commerce channels) and the traditional channels and studied market coverage on the equilibrium of electronic channels [8]. Chiang, Chajed and Hess researched the pricing problem of electronic channels points out that the electronic channel prices generally lower than the traditional channel prices [9]. Seong establish linear replacement demand function and analyze the profits of hybrid channels, traditional single channel, directly profit of three cases [10].

Researching on the problem of pricing simply can’t solve the more and more serious channel conflict between the traditional channel and the network electronic channel brings. Many literatures focus on the coordination and incentive problems between manufacturers and distributors in traditional distribution channels and the study of mixed channels has only recently attracted attention. Demrongsi and Fan studied the effects of distribution costs and the service on dual channel and the result showed that the network electronic channel exists to increase supply chain profits [11]. Arya, Mittendorf and Sappingtou researched the Pareto improvement to realize the manufacturer and the retailers’ profits under certain conditions when manufacturers produce the goods have a cost advantage and retailer distributed the product cost advantage on adding the direct online channel [12] Parlar Studied the horizontal product competition on substitutability problem [13]. Anupindi, et al. considered the coordination problems of horizontal competition on alternative products [14]. Tasy and Agrawal researched the coordination when the upstream is the suppliers and also is a competitor in downstream [15]. Yao and Liu believed manufacturer can solve the conflict between the electronic direct marketing channel and traditional channel by setting the appropriate wholesale price [16]. But Kurata argued that the wholesale price can’t make the consistent effects on dual channel supply chain but dynamic pricing strategy appropriate can make that and all parties can get benefit when the competition of brand and channel contention existing at the same time [17]. Yan exploited the electronic direct channel can help retailers to improve the service level and suggests that in a certain range. This way can coordinate the double channel [18]. Cai and Zhang pointed out that the price discount contract can improve the dual channel supply chain performance effectively through adjusting the traditional distribution channel prices and electronic direct channel price [19]. Yan and Huang researched the coordination of two dual channel supply chains in the sensitive demand condition [20]. Qu and Guo shared coordination contract of the dual channel supply chain through improving income [21]. Xie and Huang implemented the quantity discount model and make the two sides to achieve a win-win by adjusting the quantity discount rate in dual channel supply chain coordination [22]. Chiang designed a shared mechanism which shares the holding inventory cost and the direct channel gains. This mechanism makes the dual channel supply chain coordinate [23]. Liu and Zhang found that the income of the manufacturers increases as the retailer’s profit always decreases. But retailers still insist on getting into a price discrimination strategy to prevent manufacturers electronic direct sales channel when manufacturers add online electronic channel in the information technology environment of direct sales channels and retailers implement price discrimination strategy to customer [24]. Gupta and Loulou studied sharing revenue of manufacturers and suppliers will increase the profits of manufacturers and suppliers under certain conditions when the input cost innovative manufacturers share its suppliers [25].

In this paper, we study the pricing strategy of a dual channel. This channel is consisted of a manufacturer and a retailer. Manufacturers and distributors maximize their own profits
through pricing the price of the product they sell in electronic channel and the retail channel. There are two pricing strategies to choose (Stackelberg pricing strategy and Bertrand pricing strategy). Then we consider the pricing strategies and the profit of the manufacturer and distributor under different game models. We find that the pricing strategies for manufacturer and distributor are different under different situations. But there will be a coordination mechanism to for manufacturer and distributor to realize win-win in the circumstance of computer network.

2. The Model and the Analysis of Pricing Strategy

2.1. The Assumption of the Model and Parameters

This paper hypothesizes based on the actual situation: customers needn’t pay the fee, and the manufacturer has to pay for the cost. We assume that the manufacturer and distributor are rational and the information is symmetrical.

Description of variables and parameters

- \( p_1 \): the price of the product in traditional channel
- \( p_2 \): the price of the product in electronic channel
- \( \omega \): the price of the product manufacturer sells to retailer
- \( c_1 \): unit cost of sales in traditional channel and is paid by distributor
- \( c_2 \): unit cost of sales of manufacture
- \( c_3 \): unit cost of sales in electronic channel and is paid by manufacture

\[ c_2 > c_1 > c_3, \omega > c_2 \]

\[ \text{Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Double Channel Model} \]

\( c_2 > c_1 \) means the cost of the production is greater than the cost of sales; we assume \( c_1 > c_3 \) in order to reflect the characteristic of low cost in electronic sales channel. This means the unit cost of sales of the traditional distribution channels is greater than the unit cost of sales of the electronic distribution channels. This paper mainly discusses the pricing strategy and the conflict between the traditional channel and the electronic channel. We assume \( \omega \) is an exogenous variable and determined by the market. This is
in order to put the emphasis on pricing products of manufacturer and distributor, but also to facilitate the processing.

The demand function of distributor in traditional channel is:

\[d_1 = k_0 - k_1p_1 - k_2(p_1 - p_2)\]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The demand function of manufacture in electronic channel is:

\[d_2 = k_2(p_1 - p_2), \quad d_1 \geq 0, d_2 \geq 0, p_1 > p_2 > \omega\]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

If \(p_2 < \omega\), distributor can enlarge purchase from electronic channel and then sell in the traditional channel to get more profits. Obviously this is the original intention of the manufacturers to increase electronic distribution channels. \(k_0,k_1,k_2 \) is constant. \(k_0\) means the primary need in the whole market. \(k_1 p_1\) means changes of distributors demand caused by a change in the price. \(k_2(p_1 - p_2)\) means change of demand of distributors caused by the price difference between the two channels. \(d_1\) can be indicated as \(d_1 = k_0 - (k_1 + k_2)p_1 + k_2p_2\). \(d_1\) is Linear demand function. We use the linear demand function for the following reasons: firstly the linear demand function can express the demand changes caused by the price difference between channels; secondly studies have shown that some commodity demand is linear or linear approximation. As the demand of some online sales products are linear. Last, linear demand function has been adopted by a lot of supply chain management literature because of its simplicity and easy processing.

When manufacture adds the electronic channel, the demand for electronic channel is caused by the price difference between two channels. But the product demand of the whole is metabolic. The whole demand of the product is \(d_1 + d_2 = k_0 - k_1p_1\). Actually there is a certain function relation between \(p_1\) and \(p_2\). The change of \(p_2\) will bring the change of \(p_1\) and then affect the whole market demand, namely \(d_1 + d_2 = k_0 - k_1p_1(p_2)\).

The profit function of distributor is:

\[\pi_1 = (p_1 - \omega - c_1)(k_0 - k_1p_1 - k_2(p_1 - p_2))\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The profit function of manufacture is:

\[\pi_2 = (\omega - c_1)(k_0 - k_1p_1 - k_2(p_1 - p_2)) + (p_2 - c_2 - c_3)k_2(p_1 - p_2)\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The whole profit function of supply chain is:

\[\Pi = \pi_1 + \pi_2 = (p_1 - c_1 - c_2)(k_0 - k_1p_1 - k_2(-p_2)) + (p_2 - c_2 - c_3)k_2(p_1 - p_2)\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The decision variables of manufacture is \(p_2\) and the decision variables of distributor is \(p_1\).

2.2. The Analysis of Pricing Strategy

We assume manufacture adds the electronic channel and sets the price of electronic distribution channel. Manufacturer has two strategies to choose:

1. Distributor sets his distribution price according to the price of the electronic channel. This is Stackelberg problem of manufacture being leader.
Distributor sets his distribution price without considering the price of the electronic channel (or he doesn’t know the price when decided). This is Bertrand problem between distributor and manufacture.

2.2.1. Manufacture is a Stackelberg Leader: manufacture chooses \( p_2 \) to maximize the profit \( \pi_2 \), then distributor chooses \( p_1 \) according to \( p_2 \) as a follower to maximize the profit \( \pi_1 \). The solve order is in contrast to the sequence order in this game problem. The solving procedure is as follows:

The distributor calculates the optimal pricing strategy. Set \( \frac{\partial \pi_1}{\partial p_1} = 0 \), the expression of \( p_1 \) on \( p_2 \) is:

\[
p_{1}^{MS} = \frac{k_0 + k_2 p_{2}^{MS} + (\omega + c_1)(k_1 + k_2)}{2(k_1 + k_2)}
\]

(6)

The manufacture can calculate the optimal pricing strategy of distributor and elicit type (6), then choose \( p_2 \) to maximize the own profit. The profit function of manufacture can be express as \( \pi_2(p_2) \) according to substitute type (6) into type (4).

Set \( \frac{\partial \pi_2}{\partial p_2} = 0 \)

\[
p_{2}^{MS} = \frac{1}{2(k_1 + k_2)}(k_0 + 2(\omega + c_1)(k_1 + k_2) + c_1(k_2 + 2k_1) + c_2k_1)
\]

(7)

We can get \( p_{1}^{MS} \) with substituting type (6) into type (4).

So the optimal pricing strategies in Stackelberg model are:

\[
p_{1}^{MS} = \frac{1}{4(2k_1 + k_2)(k_1 + k_2)}(4k_1^2(c_1 + \omega) + k_2^2(3c_1 + 4\omega + c_1) + k_1 k_2 \cdot (8\omega + 7c_1 + c_2 + 2c_1) + k_0(4k_1 + 3k_2)
\]

\[
p_{2}^{MS} = \frac{1}{2(2k_1 + k_2)}(k_0 + (c_1 + 2\omega)(k_1 + k_2) + c_1(2k_1 + k_2) + c_2k_1)
\]

2.2.2. Bertrand Game between Manufacture and Distributor: Bertrand game is a kind of complete information static game. The main feature of this game is that both sides set the sale price at the same time. The game doesn’t exist the sequence of action and manufacturer and distributor can make a decision meanwhile.

The best response strategy of the distributor is:

\[
p_{1}^{B}(p_{2}^{B}) = \frac{k_0 + k_2 p_{2}^{B} + (\omega + c_1)(k_1 + k_2)}{2(k_1 + k_2)}
\]

(8)

The best response strategy of the manufacture is:

\[
p_{2}^{B} = \frac{p_{1}^{B} + \omega + c_1}{2}
\]

(9)
We combine type (8) and type (9) to get the equilibrium price of this game:

\[ p_1^B = \frac{2k_0 + \omega(2k_1 + 3k_2) + 2c_1(k_1 + k_2) + k_1c_2}{4k_1 + 3k_2} \]
\[ p_2^B = \frac{k_0 + (3\omega + c_1 + 2c_2)(k_1 + k_2)}{4k_1 + 3k_2} \]

2.3. The Comparative Analysis of Two Kinds of Game Equilibrium

2.3.1. The Comparative Analysis of Equilibrium Price: we analyze the equilibrium price of two games:

\[ p_{1MS}^B - p_1^B = \frac{k_2(k_0 + c_2 - 2c_1 - 4\omega + 3c_2)k_1k_2 + 4(c_2 - \omega)k_1^2 + (c_1 - c_2)k_1^2}{4(2k_1 + k_2)(k_1 + k_2)(4k_1 + 3k_2)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The first derivative of type (10) for \( \omega \) is:

\[ \frac{d(p_{1MS}^B - p_1^B)}{d\omega} = -\frac{k_1k_2}{4(2k_1 + k_2)(4k_1 + 3k_2)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

We know type (11) is less than zero for \( k_1 > 0, k_2 > 0 \). So \( p_{1MS}^B - p_1^B \) decrease as \( \omega \) increase.

Only when

\[ \omega_1 = \frac{k_0k_2 + (c_1 - 2c_2 + 3c_2)k_1k_2 + 4c_2k_1^2 + (c_1 - c_2)k_1^2}{4(k_1 + k_2)k_1} \]

\[ p_{1MS}^B - p_1^B = 0 \]

To sum up, the relationship between equilibrium prices of the distributor is:

\[ \begin{cases} p_{1MS}^B < p_1^B, \text{ when } \omega > \omega_1 \\ p_{1MS}^B = p_1^B, \text{ when } \omega = \omega_1 \\ p_{1MS}^B > p_1^B, \text{ when } \omega < \omega_1 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The only critical point is

\[ \omega_2 = \frac{k_0k_2 + (c_1 - 2c_1 + 3c_2)k_1k_2 + 4c_2k_1^2 + (c_1 - c_2)k_1^2}{4(k_1 + k_2)k_1} \]

And the relationship between \( p_{2MS}^B, p_2^B \) is:

\[ \begin{cases} p_{2MS}^B < p_2^B, \text{ when } \omega > \omega_2 \\ p_{2MS}^B = p_2^B, \text{ when } \omega = \omega_2 \\ p_{2MS}^B > p_2^B, \text{ when } \omega < \omega_2 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Compare type (12) and type (13), we find \( \omega_1 = \omega_2 \). And we get conclusion:
**Conclusion 1:** the relationship of the equilibrium price of the manufacturer and distributor in different wholesale price range under two different pricing strategies is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1^{MS} &< p_1^g \cdot p_2^{MS} < p_2^g, \text{ when } \omega > \omega_0 \\
\pi_1^{MS} &= p_1^g \cdot p_2^{MS} = p_2^g, \text{ when } \omega = \omega_0 \\
\pi_2^{MS} &> p_2^g \cdot p_2^{MS} > p_2^g, \text{ when } \omega < \omega_0
\end{align*}
\]

\[\omega_0 = \omega_1 = \omega_2\]

**2.3.2. A Comparative Analysis of the Equilibrium Profit:** The price difference of distributor in these two pricing strategies can be expressed as:

\[
\pi_1^{MS} - \pi_1^g = A_1 \omega^2 + B_1 \omega + C_1
\]

\[A_1 = \frac{k_1^2 k_2(k(k_2 + 8(k_1 + 5k_2))}{(2k_1+k_2)^2(4k_1+3k_2)} > 0\]

\[B_1^2 - 4A_1C_1 > 0\]

If \(\pi_1^{MS} - \pi_1^g\), we can get the two unequal real roots \(\omega_1, \omega_2\) and \(\omega_h = \omega_h\).

Set

\[a = k_1(c_1 + c_2) + k_2(c_1 - c_2) - k_0.\]

The relationship between \(\omega_1\) and \(\omega_2\) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega_0 &\geq \omega_0, \text{ when } a \geq 0 \\
\omega_h &< \omega_0, \text{ when } a < 0
\end{align*}
\]

We set \(\omega' = \max\{c_1, \omega_h\}\)

If \(a \geq 0\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1^{MS} &> \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega > \omega_0 \\
\pi_1^{MS} &= \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega = \omega_0 \\
\pi_1^{MS} &< \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega' < \omega < \omega_0
\end{align*}
\]

If \(a < 0\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_1^{MS} &> \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega > \omega_4 \text{ or } c_1 < \omega < \omega_0 \\
\pi_1^{MS} &= \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega = \omega_0 \text{ or } \omega = \omega_4 \\
\pi_1^{MS} &< \pi_1^g, \text{ when } \omega_0 < \omega < \omega_4
\end{align*}
\]

The price difference of distributor in these two pricing strategies can be expressed as:

\[
\pi_2^{MS} - \pi_2^g = \frac{k_2(k_1 + (c_1 - 2c_3 - 4\omega - 3c_2)k_2 + 4(c_2 - \omega)k_1^2 + (c_1 - c_2)k_2^2 + k_2 k_3^2)^2}{4(4k_1 + 3k_2)^2(2k_1 + k_2)(k_1 + k_2)} \geq 0
\]

Only when \(\omega = \omega_0\), \(\pi_2^{MS} = \pi_2^g\).
Namely:

\[
\begin{cases}
\pi_2^{MS} > \pi_2^B, & \text{when } \omega \neq \omega_b \\
\pi_2^{MS} = \pi_2^B, & \text{when } \omega = \omega_b
\end{cases}
\]

2.3.3. Analysis of Pricing Strategies:

1) When \( \omega = \omega_b, \pi_2^{MS} = \pi_2^B \). The profits of manufacture is the same in two pricing strategies. The profits of the distributor is the same in two pricing strategies too because of \( \pi_1^{MS} = \pi_1^B \). So there is no motivation for manufacture and distributor change the current pricing strategy. The best strategy for the manufacture and distributor is keeping the current strategy.

2) When \( 0 < \omega > \omega_1 \) or \( c_2 < \omega < \omega_6; a \geq 0, \omega > \omega_b \), distributor will choose the pricing strategy of manufacture being a Stackelberg leader as \( \pi_1^{MS} > \pi_1^B \); manufacture will choose the pricing strategy of manufacture being a Stackelberg leader as \( \pi_2^{MS} > \pi_2^B \). So manufacturer and distributor all will choose the pricing strategy of manufacture being a Stackelberg leader.

There is no conflict between the manufacturer and distributor of the choice about pricing strategy and under the above two kinds of circumstances.

3) When \( a < 0, \omega_b < \omega < \omega_6 \); \( a \geq 0, \omega < \omega_b \), distributor will choose the pricing strategy of Bertrand as \( \pi_1^{MS} < \pi_1^B \); manufacture will choose the pricing strategy of manufacture being a Stackelberg leader as \( \pi_2^{MS} > \pi_2^B \). So there is a conflict about the pricing strategy between manufacturer and distributor. The optimal choice of any side will damage the profit of another side. We need the coordinate incentive mechanism to solve the conflict of profit between manufacturers and distributors.

In order to analyze problems, we put forward Pareto strategy of this problem and it is defined as follows:

**Definition 1:** If the profit of the manufacturer and distributor under the strategy \( A \) is no less than that under the strategy \( A_h \) and the profit of at least one of manufacturer and distributor under the strategy \( A \) is higher than that under the strategy \( A_h \), we call the strategy \( A \) is Pareto effective.

We set:

\[
\Delta = (\pi_2^{MS} - \pi_2^B) - (\pi_1^{MS} - \pi_1^B) \\
= (\pi_2^{MS} + \pi_1^{MS}) - (\pi_2^B + \pi_1^B) = \Pi_{MS} - \Pi_B
\]

After calculation and simplify the processing can be expressed as

\[
\Delta = A_2 \omega^2 + B_2 \omega + C_2
\]

\[
A_2 = \frac{2k_1^2 k_2 (k_1 + k_2)(12k_1 + 7k_2)}{(2k_1 + k_2)^2 (4k_1 + 3k_2)^2} > 0
\]

\[
B_2^2 - 4A_2C_2 > 0
\]

If \( \Delta = 0 \), there are two different real roots of this function \( \omega_k, \omega_b \), and \( \omega_b \geq \omega_k \).
When \( a \geq 0 \), there is \( \omega_b \geq \omega_a \geq \omega_c \); When \( a < 0 \), there is \( \omega_b \leq \omega_a \leq \omega_c \).

We set \( \omega' = \max\{\epsilon_2, \omega_b\} \) and we divided into two situations to discuss the total profit of the pricing strategy.

(1) When \( a \geq 0, \omega' < \omega < \omega_b \), \( \Delta = \Pi_{ms} - \Pi_b < 0 \); when \( a < 0, \omega_b < \omega < \omega_c \), \( \Delta = \Pi_{ms} - \Pi_b < 0 \), namely \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} < \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} \). When a manufacturer and distributor choose Bertrand pricing strategy, the distributor's profit increased value is greater than the profits of the manufacturers to reduce the value with respect to the Stackelberg pricing strategy of manufacturer being leader.

\( T_b \) is transfer payment that distributor delivery to the manufacturer when the manufacturer and distributor choose Bertrand pricing strategy. When supply chain implements transfer payment, the profit of manufacturer is \( T_b + \pi_{2}^{B} \), the profit of the distributor is \( \pi_{1}^{B} - T_b \). \( T_b \) should meet \( T_b + \pi_{2}^{B} > \pi_{2}^{B} \) and \( \pi_{1}^{B} - T_b > \pi_{1}^{B} \), namely \( \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} > T_b > \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} \) to make Bertrand pricing strategy Pareto effective.

There is a constraint condition \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} < \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} \) in 1), so \( T_b \) exists. This means the coordination mechanism of the transfer payment is exists. Distributor can choose some kind of transfer payment to attract manufacturers to select Bertrand strategy and make Bertrand strategy Pareto effective.

(2) When \( a < 0, \omega_b < \omega < \omega_c \), \( \Delta = \Pi_{ms} - \Pi_b > 0 \) namely \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} > \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} \). This means manufacturer and distributor choose Stackelberg pricing strategy. Profit increased value of manufacturers is greater than the profits reduce value of distributor relative to Bertrand pricing strategy.

\( T_{ms} \) is the transfer payment when a manufacturer and distributor choose Stackelberg pricing strategy.

When supply chain implements transfer payment, the profit of the manufacturer is \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - T_{ms} \), the profit of the distributor is \( \pi_{1}^{B} + T_{ms} \). \( T_b \) should meet \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - T_{ms} > \pi_{2}^{B} \) and \( \pi_{1}^{MS} + T_{ms} > \pi_{1}^{B} \), namely \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} > T_{ms} > \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} \) to make Stackelberg pricing strategy Pareto effective.

There is a constraint condition \( \pi_{2}^{MS} - \pi_{2}^{B} > \pi_{1}^{B} - \pi_{1}^{MS} \) in 2), so \( T_{ms} \) exists. This means the coordination mechanism of the transfer payment is exists.

We can get conclusion 2 from above information.

**Conclusion 2:** if manufacturer and distributor all have two pricing strategies to choose (Stackelberg pricing strategy and Bertrand pricing strategy), their choice are:

1. (1) When \( \omega_b = \omega \), there is no motivation for the manufacturer and distributor to change the current pricing strategy. The best strategy is keeping the current strategy.
2. (2) When \( a < 0, \omega_b < \omega < \omega_c \), \( c^2 < \omega < \omega_c ; a \geq 0, \omega > \omega_b \), manufacturer and distributor all will choose Stackelberg pricing strategy.
3. (3) When \( a < 0, \omega_b < \omega < \omega_c ; a \geq 0, \omega' < \omega < \omega_b \), there is a conflict between the manufacturer and distributor. Distributor can attract manufacturer to choose Bertrand pricing strategy by means of the transfer payment and make the Bertrand pricing strategy effective.
strategy is Pareto effective. When $a < 0, \omega_k < \omega < \omega_3$, there is a conflict between the manufacturer and distributor. Manufacturer can attract manufacturer to choose Stackelberg pricing strategy by means of the transfer payment and make the Stackelberg pricing strategy is Pareto effective.

3. A Numerical Example

We assume that $a = -20, k_0 = 50, k_1 = 4, k_2 = 2, c_1 = 3, c_2 = 20, c_3 = 15$. Then we obtain the relationship between the wholesale price and the profit of the manufacturer and distributor under different pricing strategies.

Figure 2. Manufacturer and Distributor under Different Pricing Strategies when $a = -20$

Figure 3. Manufacturer and Distributor under Different Pricing Strategies when $a = 5$
We can see that when $a = -20, \omega = 32.5$ and $a = 5, \omega = 39.8$, the profits of the manufacturer and distributor under two pricing strategies are same. The profit of the manufacturer and distributor under Stackelberg pricing strategy is larger than that under Bertrand pricing strategy in some cases for example $a = -20, \omega < 32.5$. But in some cases, manufacturer prefers Stackelberg pricing strategy and distributor prefer Bertrand pricing strategy for example $a = -20, \omega > 32.5$.

If the manufacturer chooses the Stackelberg pricing strategy and delivery some profit to the distributor through some contract, the profits of the manufacturer and distributor are larger than that under the Bertrand pricing strategy. At this time, the Stackelberg pricing strategy is Pareto effective.

4. Conclusion

In the real life, computer network technology has been integrated into people's lives, change the way we live and bring us convenience. Electronic commerce is an important example. Today, computer technology is applied in daily trade and the sum of business transactions of electronic commerce increases in geometrically speed. Computer technology allows us buy goods without going outside, but cause the conflict with the traditional channel. This problem change trouble many enterprises.

This paper establishes hybrid channels distribution model based on the electronic market. We discuss the pricing strategy of the manufacturer and distributor under Stackelberg pricing strategy and Bertrand pricing strategy. We analyze the two pricing strategies, and then we compare equilibrium price and the profits of the manufacturer and distributor under two different strategies. The conclusion is: there is a conflict between channels in some range of price, but there exists a coordination mechanism to make one pricing strategy Pareto effective. This mechanism can reduce the conflict between the electronic channel and the traditional channel in circumstance of electronic commerce at the age of computer network. The research of this paper is based on information symmetry hypothesis; cost and profit function of the manufacturer and distributor is the common knowledge. So the profit strategy of the manufacturer and distributor can be studied in future research when the information is asymmetric.
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